
Cell of Our Lady of Walsingham 
 

Our Walsingham Cell is especially 
remembered every third Tuesday of the 
month at the 7.30pm Eucharist - this 
month we shall meet on Tuesday 19th 
February. Do come and join us in this 
Act of Worship - all Cell events are open 
to everybody who would like to come. 
 

As well as supporting the Shrine of Our 
Lady of Walsingham, part of the work of 
the Cell is to support worship in a church 

like ours which gives a proper place to the 
Virgin Mary, honouring her for her crucial role 
as the Mother of Jesus.  So in December the 
Cell presented our church with a necessary 
Altar book, the Common Worship Times & 
Seasons Missal.   As you can see from the 
picture, this is a large book which can be used 
at each of the principal seasons of the church's 
year.   Each season has an introduction which 
gives reasons why this period is special in the 
life of the church - for example the introduction 
to the Lent season includes this explanation: 

As candidates for baptism were instructed in Christian faith, and as 
penitents prepared themselves, through fasting and penance, to be 
readmitted to communion, the whole Christian community was invited 
to join them in the process of study and repentance, the extension of 
which over forty days would remind them of the forty days that Jesus 
spent in the wilderness, being tested by Satan.   Ashes are an ancient 
sign of penitence; from the middle ages it became the custom to begin 
Lent by being marked in ash with the sign of the cross.  

Then follow liturgical resources appropriate to the theme of the season, such 
as Invitations to Confession, the Acclamations used before the reading of the 
Gospel,  some suggested Intercessions, some prayers for use at the 
Preparation of the Table, and so on.   These books are not cheap - this one 
cost £120 - but the Cell was glad to donate this one to help enrich our worship 
during all the Seasons of the year.  
 

In addition the blue carpet in much of the church is showing signs of wear 
and tear.  Renewing it is becoming necessary, so the Cell has donated £500 
towards the cost of this important project. 
 

Dot Beesley (Cell Secretary) 


